Most Students Feel Grades Should Determine Activities

Vidal, Noted Novelist To Lecture Tonight

Gore Vidal, novelist, playwright, critic, and author of the best-selling novel, Julian, will present a lecture, "The Mind in an Age of Science," this evening at 8 p.m. in the College Theater.

Vidal is the first of the community lecture series for this year. The lecture is free.

Vidal was born in West Point, New York, Oct. 22, 1925. After his books were "William, in a Yellow Wood," the city and the pillar, The Season of Conduct, Dark Green, Bright End, The Judgement of Paris," and "A Thra-

Motion To Cancel Activities Defeated By Activities Board

A motion that would make all activities automatically denied publicity had already been out in the fall. But before the Activities Board was defeated at Monday's board meeting.

The Activities Board is apparently a figure head. Of the issue, requests before in last week's General Student body meeting, stated Delcote Welch, BC, Tu-

Bible Studies Begin Classes

Nondenominational Bible study will be sponsored by the Bakersfield College Christian Faculty Club nine times weekly in the Student Government Building.

The sessions are basically informal, according to Rev. Dr. Ira Christian, Faculty Club president. The purpose of the classes, as advertised in the Rip, is "to help students know more about Bible teachings." (Continued on page 2)
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Hollow Head

By Edna Taylor, BC tutorial project representative to The Activities Board said at the last meeting, "The Activities Board is apparently a figurehead. If it is, it's a hollow one.

At their last meeting, the board deferred action on and to give them the authority to do any activity if they were not approved by the Activities Board.

Apparently, the figureheads didn't realize they were deferring and that they were not in charge of general activity if they were not approved by the Activities Board. If the Activities Board were run by figureheads, they would be elected and this meeting would be new to the world.

What good is the Activities Board now, if the clubs don't need their events approved before they publicize them? Why do we even need an Activities Board? It's apparent that the members don't want to give up the responsibility of what little authority they have. Why don't they give the Activities Board an 'apparition' stamp in the conference room every Monday at 11:30 to okay what events the various clubs want to see approved by themFurthermore, the following distribution of the merchandise to the various clubs and organizations, a distributed and easily updated system of the type that governs the market of the product in Bakersfield. They were to sell the product at about $3.50 each and they were allowed to sell the product for 30 days in which to sell the product.

The purpose was to determine the attitude of students to sell a worth more than a dollar, according to BC President Duff, C. J. Jones, and they hope they don't see BC students' hefty actions as their sole deprecator.

Beasts Revisited

As a result of the problems which arise during the homecoming season, and the fact that a discipline committee was forced to review a case of illegal camping practices, the Student Activity Board has a recommendation for next year's committee to publish the idea is to discipline committee.

The statement specifies that "conduct not becoming a sex discrimination to the enjoyment of a student body in violation of the Student Activity Board's regulations.

While this recommendation will serve as a guideline for next year's committee, there is no regulation in which the committee may adopt such action as in conduct. Just as a student body's actions should be in accordance with the recommendation, and be conducted in a fair manner with the assured candidate being held to the same code of conduct, and being present at all proceedings to defend herself.

Sound Off

The Marbles Can Be Ours

Now that football season is here, we want to hear from our readers who are not yet familiar with the game of marbles.

We were out in the streets today and except for the first game given to everyone they are not familiar with the rules of the game. Apparently they think that those who sit in the seating section could not have heard of the rules of marbles. But the fact is that there are many who have never heard of the game.

They say we are out in the streets today and except for the first line given to everyone they are not familiar with the rules of the game. Apparently they think that those who sit in the seating section could not have heard of the rules of marbles. But the fact is that there are many who have never heard of the game.
Plans Confict in Mock Elections

By Tony Casey

Students at the school are not happy with the results of last week's election, which shows that the Republicans will control the student council and have four of the five positions on the ballot. The Republicans' platform, which was submitted to the student council, was not received by the Republicans, who also submitted a different platform.

Choir, Madrigal Present Annual Concert Dec. 9

In The Lamb's Enthusiastic Singers present "The Bach's Greatest Hits" at the school auditorium Dec. 9. The choir, under the direction of Mr. Britten and Mrs. Wilson, presents a program of some of the masterworks by the great composer. The concert will begin at 7:30 p.m.

Consorts Show Job Opportunities Pacific Telephone

Pacific Telephone, one of the leading telephone companies in the area, is seeking new employees for its Pacific Telephone College. The company offers a competitive salary and benefits package, as well as opportunities for advancement within the company. For more information, please contact their recruitment office at 555-1234.

Experimental Absurdist Plays Prove To Be Very Entertaining

By Mike Sabino

The experimental plays of the Experimental Absurdist Company, presented last week at the school auditorium, have proven to be quite entertaining and thought-provoking. The plays are characterized by their use of random events and non-linear storytelling, which can be both puzzling and exhilarating for the audience.

Counselors Meet At Cerritos To Plan State-Wide Organization

At a recent meeting, the counselors from Cerritos College, Long Beach City College, Fullerton College, El Camino College, and others gathered to discuss the formation of a statewide organization. The purpose of this organization is to provide support and resources to counselors across the state.

God Isn't Dead He's Hiding In Argentina

The movie "God Isn't Dead, He's Hiding" tells the story of a young man who travels to Argentina to find his missing father. The film explores themes of faith, family, and perseverance.

In The Lamb's Enthusiastic Singers present "The Bach's Greatest Hits" at the school auditorium Dec. 9. The choir, under the direction of Mr. Britten and Mrs. Wilson, presents a program of some of the masterworks by the great composer. The concert will begin at 7:30 p.m.
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Fresno Rams, Fullerton Hornets Battle Tomorrow In 19th Annual Potato Bowl

By Bob Manners

The Associated Press

Fullerton will be going for its second straight AAU victory as it meets the Rams in the annual potato bowl game. The Rams have won one out of the last five years, but so far this season they have been defeated only twice.

Fresno State is one of the top teams in the West. This is a fast, agile, and sticky ball team. Last year's loss of a few veterans has caused some difficulty for the Rams. Their five-man forward line has been turned into a three-man line, and this has caused some problems for the Rams.

Fullerton has overcome the memory of defeat by winning several games, but they have still been defeated several times this season. They have been defeated by the San Jose State University and the University of California at Los Angeles.

The Rams will play at 5:00 PM in the stadium located at the corner of Colorado and Main Street. The game will be televised on KALB television.

Donated Tree Lights Up Ceremony

The Associated Press

Activities Board Recommends Joint Committee Plannered Trophy Case

Banquets Honor Fall Athletes Next Tuesday and Wednesday
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San Francisco Journey Controversial, Tidious
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San Francisco Journey Controversial, Tidious
Children Must Play

It seems that old rumors never die, they just spread. Such is the case with the rumor that is still, after almost three weeks, causing all the excitement. According to Bob Schlepper, Robert Witten, and Bob Reinman, the rumor has been ongoing for the past three weeks.

Children are being led around by blindfolds and left in a room with a basket of toys. The children are not allowed to touch anything inside the room until they are told it is safe to do so by the adults who are leading them around.

At first, it was thought that the children were being used as a form of punishment. However, it quickly became clear that this was not the case. The children were not being punished, but rather being used to test the safety of the toys in the room.

The school has since conducted a thorough investigation of the toys in the room and determined that they are all safe for use. The children have been allowed to play with the toys, and the rumor has been put to rest.

Mechanical Dependability

By Betsy Wray

I have been lately thinking about the importance of mechanical dependability in our daily lives. It is a quality that is often taken for granted, but without it, our lives would be much more difficult.

Many of us rely on our cars, appliances, and other machines to function properly. When they break down, it can be very frustrating and inconvenient. That is why it is so important to have reliable mechanical systems.

The importance of dependability is especially clear in the field of engineering. Engineers must design systems that can be relied on to function properly, even in the face of unexpected problems. This requires a deep understanding of the underlying principles of mechanics and a commitment to high-quality work.

In conclusion, mechanical dependability is a crucial aspect of our lives. We should all strive to develop a deeper appreciation for the importance of this quality in our daily lives.
**Italian Face Comments On Mysticism of Xmas Pageant**

The play is a five-act composition of the mysterious Christmas pageant, as presented by the Naples, New York, Chorus. The five acts are:

1. The Nativity Scene
2. The Shepherds' Visit
3. The Magi's Journey
4. The Annunciation
5. The Shepherds' Return

The play's themes revolve around the mystical and spiritual aspects of the Christmas story, exploring the religious significance of the events depicted in the pageant.

**BC BRIEFS**

**X-mas Work Available To BC Students**

"Get out and hustle for a Christmas job if you want something to do," said Richard Colton. The residence hall director is hiring students to work during the holiday season. If you're interested, contact the residence hall director.

**Eagleston's HILLCREST SHOPPING CENTER**

Phone 871-1401

Our alram's Wear"

"The Signals"

With Those Pretty Dolls

**Dribblers Travel To Pasadena CC**

The BC basketball team traveled to Pasadena to play in the BC Dual. They played against the BC team from San Francisco, losing by a score of 62-55. The BC team is currently ranked 10th in the state and will continue to work hard in preparation for their next game.
Friday Fishbowl
Enter the BC Matman

By Alan Het
There were the vaporous, Brickell College, wrestling team, appearing to do so by way to gain the eligibility for October.

The BC wrestling season is in full swing, and the team is looking for its first victory of the season. The BC wrestlers have been practicing hard, and they are hoping to bring home some hardware.

The BC wrestling team is coached by former collegiate wrestler and current coach Terry Horrest. The team consists of five wrestlers, all of whom are members of the BC varsity soccer team.

The BC wrestling team will be looking to improve its record when it faces the University of Miami in its next match. The BC wrestlers are excited to compete against a strong opponent and are hoping to come out on top.

---

Portage JC Stays Open
If Portervillle, Kent Merge

Regulated rates of Porter College are cut by 75% as a result of the merger announcement. The new institution will be called the University of Porter.

The merger was announced on Friday, December 16, at a press conference held at the Porter College in Bakersfield.

Porter College President John Smith said that the merger would allow the two institutions to pool resources and better serve the needs of students.

The new institution will offer a variety of programs and majors, including business, health sciences, and engineering.

---

Some Things Smell
Koqte Colloge Raises Stink

The ASB president, portors, and students at Porterville College were distressed by the odor of decaying food on campus. A smell test conducted by portors, Porterville, and Bakersfield, revealed that the odor was originating from the cooking area of the cafeteria.

The ASB president, portors, and students at Porterville College were delighted by the smell of fresh, locally grown produce. The smell test conducted by portors, Porterville, and Bakersfield, revealed that the odor was originating from the cooking area of the cafeteria.

A smell test conducted by portors, Porterville, and Bakersfield, revealed that the odor was originating from the cooking area of the cafeteria.

---

55 Mile Jaunt

The 55 Mile Jaunt is a popular annual event held to raise money for the BC Scholarship Fund. The race starts and finishes in downtown Bakersfield, and participants run or walk the entire distance.

The event is sponsored by the BC Alumni Association, and all proceeds go to the BC Scholarship Fund.

---

Renegade Rip
Friday, December 9, 1966

Pasadena-Henderson Clash
In 1966 Junior Bowl Rose

The 1966 JC football season ended with a classic matchup between the Pasadena High School Hornets and the Henderson High School Lions. The game was held at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, and the Hornets emerged as the winners.

The Pasadena High School Hornets are known for their strong defense and fast-paced offense. The Henderson High School Lions are known for their disciplined defense and experienced starters.

---

Cosgrove Takes Convention With Run-off

For the second consecutive year, Cosgrove High School is the champion of the Cosgrove High School District Athletic Conference. The team is coached by former Cosgrove High School student and current coach Pat Cosgrove.

The Cosgrove High School District Athletic Conference is a league of middle and junior high schools in the Cosgrove High School District. The conference includes Cosgrove High School, Cosgrove Middle School, and Cosgrove Junior High School.

---

Over Twice the Mileage

Continental RADIAl

Continental, the world's largest automaker, has announced that it will be increasing production of its RADIAl tire line. The company is responding to increased demand for its tires, which are known for their durability and performance.

The RADIAl tire line is available in a variety of sizes and styles, and is designed for use on both passenger and commercial vehicles. The tire line is also available in a range of prices, making it accessible to a wide range of consumers.

---

Renegade Rip
Friday, December 16, 1966

Stoppels
Open Monday and Friday Nights 11-10
Downtown Bakersfield

Seiler's
11-15 16th St

The scene is set for the annual Pasadena-Henderson Clash in 1966. The Junior Bowl Rose is eagerly awaited by fans of both teams. The game is played at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, and the outcome is uncertain.
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Koqte College Raises Stink

The 55 Mile Jaunt is a popular annual event held to raise money for the BC Scholarship Fund. The race starts and finishes in downtown Bakersfield, and participants run or walk the entire distance.

The event is sponsored by the BC Alumni Association, and all proceeds go to the BC Scholarship Fund.
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**Rip’s Endorsement**

Clubs and organizations on campus have endorsed candidates. As a campus organization, and also to perform our duties as a responsible newspaper, the Rip now offers its endorsement.

Our endorsement for A.S.B. President is Rick Congriff. Congriff’s many qualifications include serving this semester as A.S.B. Vice President, filling in for President Greg Taddeo when he was absent.

In his platform, Congriff advocates combining the Activities Board with the President, in charge of the campus, and the Executive Board, chief executive of the campus, as well as the Activities Board, chief executive of the campus, and the Executive Board, chief executive of the campus. Congriff is also a member of the Student Senate, which is the legislative branch of the University, and was chairmen of the Housekeeping Steering Committee. He has represented BC on many student government conferences, including the CICSGA conference held recently in San Francisco.

For Congriff’s Vice President, our endorsement is John Reid. This semester, Reid is president of the seniors class, and is a member of the Board of Representatives, where he has been instrumental in programming many student activities.

Gene Bynorth receives our endorsement to succeed Reid as sophomores class president. Bynorth is presently president of the Renegade Band, and is the chairmen of the Board of Representatives, as a long overdue creative consideration that both of these organizations handle each year.

Our endorsement for Chief Justice of the Student Court is Tom Schwartz. Schwartz is presently one of the associate justices of the court and, when cited the case for him, stood in for Home Lake, the present Chief Justice. Schwartz has demonstrated his concern for BC, and is currently the editor of The BC Apothecary.

For the office of freshman class president, we have no endorsement.

---

**Veep Hopefuls Want Unity**

At a “Get united” all-campus assembly yesterday, the board of A.S.B. candidates asked all students to unite behind them. Bynorth suggested that each candidate campaign for the same office, while Bynorth, in a last-minute appeal, asked all students to vote for the same candidate. Bynorth said that the best way to unite the board was to support the same candidate. Bynorth also suggested that each candidate campaign for the same office, while Bynorth, in a last-minute appeal, asked all students to vote for the same candidate.

---

**Presidential Platforms**

1. **A cultural achievement program**
   - A cultural achievement program, as previously announced, will be initiated by the Activities Board as soon as possible. The program will be sponsored by the Activities Board, and will include activities such as music, art, and theater.
   - The program will be directed by a committee of students and faculty, and will be held in the Activities Building.

2. **A Student Senate**
   - A Student Senate will be established to represent the students’ interests. The Senate will include representatives from all classes and will meet at least once a week.
   - The Senate will act as an advisory board for the Activities Board and will provide input on the programming of events.

3. **A Safety Committee**
   - A Safety Committee will be established to ensure the safety of all students on campus. The Committee will include representatives from all classes and will meet at least once a week.
   - The Committee will work closely with the activities of the campus safety officers to ensure the safety of all students.

---

**Rip Renegade**

**A Christmas Tradition at BC**

This year, candle-bearing students, faculty, and staff warmed their hearts in the cold winter night at the ceremony which was performed north of the business building, and in front of the campus center.

The Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony has been a favorite tradition at BC for its participants for many years.

---

**Rensberger**

**MERRY CHRISTMAS!**

---

**Rip Editorial Staff**

---

**FIGHT ON!**
A Merry Christmas...

Junior's Bazooka Shatters 'Silent Night'

Toys Ignore Viet Nam Holiday Truce
By Oswald J. Heuser, Jr.

If it were a movie, the start of young men in college age or older would be strongly affected by the events of the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement, according to a new study by the University of California. The study, which was conducted by a team of researchers from the university's Department of Psychology, found that the majority of young men in college age or older are likely to continue their study of the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement, even if the war is not resumed.

The researchers used a survey method to collect data from a sample of young men in college age or older. The survey included questions about the young men's beliefs about the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement, their opinions about the war, and their intentions to continue their study of the war.

The results of the study suggest that the majority of young men in college age or older are likely to continue their study of the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement, even if the war is not resumed. The researchers suggest that this may be due to the fact that the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement are still relevant and important issues for young men in college age or older.

The study also found that the young men's beliefs about the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement are likely to be influenced by their political beliefs. For example, young men who identify as conservative are more likely to believe that the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement are important issues, while young men who identify as liberal are more likely to believe that the war is not an important issue.

The researchers suggest that these findings have important implications for education and policy. They suggest that education and policy makers should consider the young men's beliefs about the war in Vietnam and the December truce agreement when developing educational programs and policies.

NUTRITION CLASS BREAKFAST

Six Week Plan Solves Anti-Breakfast Habit

By Linda Hope

Many young people in college age or older have a habit of skipping breakfast, which can lead to a variety of health problems. To help solve this problem, a new six-week plan has been developed by a team of researchers from the University of California. The plan includes a variety of strategies to help young people in college age or older develop a healthy breakfast habit.

The researchers used a survey method to collect data from a sample of young people in college age or older. The survey included questions about the young people's beliefs about breakfast, their opinions about breakfast, and their intentions to develop a healthy breakfast habit.

The results of the study suggest that the young people's beliefs about breakfast are likely to be influenced by their political beliefs. For example, young people who identify as conservative are more likely to believe that breakfast is an important part of a healthy diet, while young people who identify as liberal are more likely to believe that breakfast is not an important part of a healthy diet.

The researchers suggest that these findings have important implications for education and policy. They suggest that education and policy makers should consider the young people's beliefs about breakfast when developing educational programs and policies.

The six-week plan includes a variety of strategies to help young people in college age or older develop a healthy breakfast habit. These strategies include

- Setting a goal to eat breakfast every day
- Making breakfast easy to prepare
- Choosing healthy breakfast options
- Making breakfast a priority

The researchers suggest that these strategies are likely to be effective in helping young people in college age or older develop a healthy breakfast habit.

The study also found that the young people's beliefs about breakfast are likely to be influenced by their cultural beliefs. For example, young people who identify as Hispanic are more likely to believe that breakfast is an important part of a healthy diet, while young people who identify as Asian are more likely to believe that breakfast is not an important part of a healthy diet.

The researchers suggest that these findings have important implications for education and policy. They suggest that education and policy makers should consider the young people's cultural beliefs when developing educational programs and policies.

A Merry Christmas...
How They Voted

The local bar for AAU presidential elections Wednesday morning in the Student Center:

- Jill Johnson: 53 votes
- Brian O'Keefe: 22 votes
- Deborah E. Marunde: 12 votes

The election was conducted by the Student Services Office.

Student Projects Bring Good Price in Art Club Auction

Ceramic mugs, vases, bowls and some granite cut and sold by Duane Wilson, Kelly Fink and Bill Smithen of the Ceramic Art Club at the WLU Art Center, brought in good sales. Matt and Lenny sold approximately $250 worth of merchandise while Annette, Norie, collected the proceeds from the raffle.

Price and display did not seem to deter. Aaron Park, who worked the raffle, says, "I think we did pretty good."

The auction was held in the Student Center on Saturday afternoon and proceeds will go toward the club's funds.

Minority Opinion

The 1967 Rose Bowl

By Owen A. Brown, Jr.

1967 was a year of successes. To my delight, the people of the world were enlightened. The problems of the past were left behind as the people of the world moved forward.

As the year drew to a close, the team that had been the focus of everyone's attention was the Dallas Cowboys. Their performance on the field was nothing short of amazing. They had managed to overcome the odds and bring home the victory.

But this year was not without its challenges. The team faced many obstacles and had to work hard to achieve their goals. However, their dedication and hard work paid off in the end.

The 1967 Rose Bowl was a memorable event. The team's victory was a testament to their determination and resilience. It was a moment of joy and celebration for all who had supported them throughout the season.

In the end, the team's success was a reflection of the greater good that could be achieved through hard work and perseverance. The 1967 Rose Bowl was a symbol of hope and inspiration for all who had believed in their ability to succeed.
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Texans, Taft Victorious in Final Bowls

'66 Junior college football came to a close last Saturday as Henderson, Tex., defeated hometown Pasadena in the Junior College Bowl, 40-3, and Taft College edged Cisco, Tex., 21-19, in the Wool Bowl at Roseville, Calif. It was the 21st and last Junior College Bowl and an offer from sponsors of the Pasadena game and Bakersfield's Shriners Potato Bowl to incorporate their contests into California JC playoffs next year were rejected by the State JC Athletic Association.

Leading, the way for Henderson against the PCC Lancers was the spectacular aerial combination of quarterback Ellis Wall, 24, and end split end Margene Adlin. Valdez completed 20 of his 28 passes for 284 yards and six touchdowns, all JRB records.

The End... Adlin, a co-player of the game in Henderson's 1965 loss to Fullerton, lived up to his two year JC All American billing by catching nine Valdez bullets for 199 yards and three touchdowns.

The extent to which Henderson dominated the contest is reflected in total yardage posted, 566 for Henderson and 246 for the Lancers.

The Junior Rose Bowl left Pasadena's season log at 8-4, and Henderson's at 9-1. Henderson's loss was inflicted by Cisco, 44-30.

At Roseville in the first annual Wool Bowl, the game was won by Valley City, 21-19, in a duel between Taft's Paul Waite and Valley's Don Smith. Waite, in his first start as a sophomore, had a chilly, New Mexico afternoon at the stadium.

Cisco struck first with a Peace pass to Valley Bulby in the second quarter, and for 39 yards and six points.

Following a third quarter exchange of scores, Taft found itself trailing 12-7 going into the final stanza of this hard earned Cougar touchdown and two conversion kicks by Don Smith put the game on ice for Taft.

Waite Wins Belf... Pearson, who passed for all three Cisco scores, completed 11 of 24 passes for 209 yards, while Waite connected on 16 of 28 and 298 yards,...

Taft ends 1965 with a 9-1 record. They were defeated by Arizona Western, 27-14. Cisco compiled a 7-3 record.

MONKEY ON HIS BACK—A Gade grappler grins as a fellow Big Red wrestler works on him while they tangle for future matches.

The CUE BALL

Family Billiards, Plung Point
2111 Chester Ave.
225-4332

Rough Battle Expected As Fresno-BC Matmen Clash

By hosting the Fresno City College Rams tonight at 7:30 the Bakersfield wrestlers will be receiving their first still dual test of the season.

The contest comes on the heels of a Bakersfield-Potterfield match Thursday evening in which the Gades were expected to win handily and extend their dual record to 30.

Coach Bruce Pfutzenreuter says that the rugged match for JC will come at the 123, 190, 192, and 171 weight brackets. Representing the Gades in these three events will be Emmett Herron (123), Albert Valdez (130), Mike Collor (122) and Larry Brewer (171).

Several Changes

There will be several changes made by this week's invasion. John Stein (180) has contracted tonsillitis and will be replaced by Sam Goldberg. Brewer, who has been wrestling in the 191 pound division, while weighing 170 pounds, will move to the 167 bracket, switching places with Richard Simmons.

Good Indicator

A good indicator of how well matched the two squads are is the result of last week's double dual meet at Bakersfield. Fresno and BC, along with Mt. San Antonio and Fullerton participated in this one.

While Bakersfield was defeating Fullerton, 36-7, Fresno polished off Mt. Sac, 36-7. And, as BC took care of Mt. Sac 44-14, the "Rams" were gaining revenge for their football loss to the Rams.

The match of the evening ended in a loss for Bakersfield. Gordon Levy (145) from Fullerton, who had defeated the "unbeatable" Curtis Alder of El Camino (61) the night before, pulled off the same trick against Bakersfield's Mike Brown (464). Brown was the state JC 137 champ last season.

NOT THE HAND—Joe Barton creepers as a mysterious hand touches during recent wrestling practice.

Pfutz. Begins Third Term As Mat Coach

By Alan Hanz

Starting his third year as wrestling coach at Bakersfield College is Bruce Pfutzenreuter, who has had his boys at the top of the South High School list since 1964.

Pfurtenreuter was born in Chicago, Ill., in 1932. His high school days were spent at Carth- ed, N.M., where he was a top grapple in all around.

At Carlsbad he was competed on the football, basketball, baseball and track teams, gaining All State recognition in football and basketball.

After a short stint with Ft. Lewis Junior College in Durango, Colo., Pfutzenreuter enrolled at the University of Arizona.

He gained both his Bachelor of Science degree in 1962 and Master's in Education from Colorado in the fall term.

At the university Pfutzenreuter had his athletes work under the track, on which he competed in both the quarter mile and half mile for the Buffaloes. For two successive seasons he was the Rocky Mountain A.A.U. champ in the half mile. Although he did not turn out for any team later gained at Cal- roso, it was during his collegiate days that Pfutzenreuter first became

Bruce Pfutzenreuter says that he picked up several fundamentals from a couple of trips at the United States, but it happened to be NCAA wrestling titles.

After completing his Masters work, Pfutzenreuter came to California and South High in 1963. While at South he was not only the wrestling coach, but also served as an assistant to Larry Laidin in the football season and as the head Rebel track and field mentor.

Southern Powerhouse

Under Pfutzenreuter's tutelage the Rebels became an established wrestling power in the San Jose San- juan Valley. His team garnered two South Vincentian League championships and twice took home the second place team trophy from Valley meets. They compiled a six year dual meet record of 74 wins and 14 losses.

Several boys, such as Rocky Gaski, Joe Barton, Harmon Silmor and Mike Coller began their wrestling careers at South High and are now continuing at South under the present Rebel grappling master, Morley, and are wrestling for Pfutzenreuter again, only now they are and.

So, with his former Rebel, and with home heroes, in several of the fine wrestling high schools in the Bakersfield area, Pfutzenreuter is now home in another wrestling dynasty, this time at the junior college level.

The grappling coach's personal coaching section consists of his ex- Rebel Steve (Shreve 3), and son Dean (14).

OVER WE Go—Larry Brewer eyes the numerous at Clift Carlo with expected an escape roll. Wrestling photos by Abbott

Renaissance Greetings from the PRINTING CENTER
Don Deol, Louis Add- more, Mary Ernie, Al Padilla, Marina Hall and Chris Sleptman.